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Full of humor, refreshingly original characters, and math problems that young readers will be

clamoring to help solve, The Chicken Problem is an ideal addition to the home or classroom.

Left-brained Peg and her right-brained pal, Cat, are enjoying a picnic on the farm with Pig. However,

when someone leaves the chicken coop open and the chicks run-a-muck, it's up to Peg and Cat to

use their math skills to help solve their poultry predicament.
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I was once in Prospect Park in Brooklyn when I passed a very small child wearing a porkpie hat

running as fast as his chubby legs could carry him. Behind him his father yelled out (to little avail),

"Pontius! Pontius, slow down!" I mention this because there is a particular Brooklyn aesthetic to a

picture book like "The Chicken Problem". Consider, if you will, its heroine Peg. Here she is sporting

a mighty trendy little outfit replete with striped tights and buckled red boots. Even her name, Peg,

suggests that she was named after Peggy Lee or someone of equal caliber. Notice too that she's

playing a ukulele on the endpapers and that pretty much clinches it. Peg is trendy. Too trendy for

your preschooler? Not in the least. Peg may be a specific type of heroine peculiar to a single

geographical location but with her urbane Cat and her trouble with high-spirited chicks this is one of

those memorable heroines and one-on-one readalouds that add a little bit of math to a little bit of



story alongside a whole lot of fine and beautiful art to bring us one fine fine book.It's a bright and

beautiful day when young Peg and her cat Cat go to the farm to have a perfect picnic with a pig.

Peg is one of those girls who like everything to be just so, and when she discovers that she

accidentally cut an extra slice of pie she feels it's a dire problem. Cat solves the inbalance by

removing a very small chick from a nearby coop and surely that would be the end of that . . . if he'd

managed to remember to close the coop door. Suddenly one hundred chickens are free and

roaming the farm. It's up to Peg, Cat, and maybe that pig they picked up, to figure out a way to

cajole these freedom loving fowl into returning from whence they came.
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